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Abstract
‘Trackability’, the ability of systems to follow arbitrary reference commands, is
investigated in this work. Controllability is not useful in explaining the track-
ing behavior of system outputs, a gap that is often overlooked. Trackability
addresses this gap by characterizing whether system dynamics permits tracking
of certain reference commands, irrespective of the controller/control action used.
While earlier literature has discussed closely-related ideas, lack of consistency in
terminology and focus in the literature has necessitated defining trackability in
a simple but rigorous manner. We present definitions for trackability based on
elementary linear algebra and propose a rank test for determining trackability
of systems, while posing tracking control as an existence question. We discuss in
some detail the relationship of this rank test with other results in the literature.
These results are then used to generate insights about trackable systems and
more importantly to gain insights in to tracking behavior of systems that are
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not trackable. We also define three indices that indicate the expected tracking
behavior of the system. Furthermore, we also present a Venn diagram explain-
ing in detail the connections between trackability and other fundamental system
properties like controllability, observability and output controllability, while dis-
cussing several facts that elaborate these connections. Specifically, we show that
trackability is fundamentally different from controllability and output control-
lability. The presented work is expected to serve as a foundation for a deeper
investigation into the topic of tracking control and provide a framework for
receiving new theoretical insights on trackability.
Keywords: Trackability, trackability indices, LTI discrete-time systems,
Markov parameters.
1. Introduction
The concept of controllability is a fundamental concept in control and has
been discussed in the literature and put to use in applications for the past several
decades. However, controllability is not useful in explaining or determining
whether it is possible for a system to track a specific reference command [1]. This
gap in understanding is often overlooked by the average controls engineer. There
are many examples that help in highlighting this gap, but as a trivial example,
one can see that a system with more outputs than inputs will not be able to track
independently all the reference outputs regardless of the controller employed
even if the system is fully controllable (or more precisely, state controllable).
The same can be said about output controllability as well.
Therefore, there is a need to define an underlying system property that
characterizes the ability of a system to track arbitrary reference commands or
a way to characterize whether the system dynamics allow for certain reference
trajectories to be followed (even before designing a controller). Note that this is
an existence question, and not a question related to actual tracking performance
with a specific controller. We refer to this ability of a system to track arbitrary
reference commands as ‘Trackability’.
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Earlier literature has discussed ideas related to trackability in some detail
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. However, the terminology and focus seem to be varying in
these works. These works cover several closely-related concepts such as func-
tional reproducibility in [2, 4, 5], servo mechanism sense controllability in [6],
functional output controllability in [9, 8], dynamic path controllability in [10],
target path controllability in [11, 12], functional output  - controllability in [13],
perfect output controllability in [14], right-invertibility in [15], and trackability
[7, 16]. This has led to a lack of consistency and common agreement on defi-
nitions. Ideas related to trackability have also been discussed in works related
to synthesis of tracking controllers such as inversion based feedforward tracking
control methods [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] using either closed-loop inversion approach
or the plant inversion approach [22], and more recently, tracking control through
signal decomposition [23]. Recently, a review of inversion-based approaches is
presented in [24].
In this paper, we argue that there is a need for defining trackability in sim-
ple and rigorous terms. It may be noted that ‘functional reproducibility’ due
to Brockett and Mesarović [2] and the notion of trackability presented here
are analogous, functional reproducibility concerns itself with continuous-time
whereas trackability concerns itself with discrete-time systems. Given the natu-
ral association of the term trackability with tracking control, we chose to adopt
this new terminology rather than use ‘functional reproducibility’. While the idea
is not entirely new, the approach taken and the framework used is intended to
give the reader new insights into this property of trackability and explain its
importance by putting it together with other fundamental system properties.
This approach also facilitates development of new tools that may be useful for
tracking control problems.
The key contributions of this paper are multifold. First, we present the no-
tion of trackability for discrete-time LTI systems based on definitions of trackable
and untrackable sets, and propose a rank test for determining trackability of a
system in Section 2. Secondly, these results are then put in the context of several
different results in the literature thus also serving as a brief review of various
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concepts in the literature. The third contribution is in terms of results that are
used to generate insights about tracking behavior of systems that are not track-
able, in Section 3. We also present in Section 4, three trackability indices that
indicate the expected tracking behavior of a system in general or in response to
a specific reference command, which is our fourth contribution. These indices
are applicable to both trackable and untrackable systems, and make use of sys-
tem’s Markov parameters to quantify expected tracking behavior. We discuss
elaborately the connections between trackability and other fundamental system
properties like controllability and observability in Section 5, followed by sev-
eral related remarks, which constitutes our fifth contribution. The discussion
in Section 5 is intended to provide the reader with a solid overview of various
system properties and their interrelations. Section 6 draws conclusions about
the presented work. Additionally, in the appendix, the paper also presents a
number of examples to illustrate 17 different possibilities of combinations of
system properties to further clarify the results in the paper.
2. Trackability Results
2.1. Preliminaries and Definitions
Consider the discrete-time LTI system represented by the state space equa-
tions
xk+1 = Axk +Buk, (1)
yk = Cxk, (2)
where A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, C ∈ Rl×n, and xk ∈ Rn, uk ∈ Rm and yk ∈ Rl
are the states, inputs and the outputs respectively. The non-negative integer
k ∈ N ∪ {0} represents the sample time index. We also assume m, l ≤ n.
Let this system (1), (2) with an initial condition x0 = 0 be applied a unit
impulse signal at k = 0, having its qth component 1 and all other components
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0, such that,
uk =
δq for k = 0,0, otherwise, (3)
where the jth component of δq ∈ Rm is
δq,j =
1 for j = q,0, otherwise. (4)
Then, the m positive integers Lq are defined such that corresponding to each
1 ≤ q ≤ m such that, each Lq is the smallest k for which yk 6= 0, in response to
unit impulse signal in (3). In other words, each Lq represents the delay between
the unit impulse signal applied at k = 0, exclusively on the qth component of
the input vector and its effect seen on the output vector. A positive integer
L ∈ N may now be defined as
L , min (L1, L2, · · · , Lm) . (5)
The positive integer L therefore represents the smallest possible delay between
any of the input-output pairs for the system (1), (2). The facts that follow are
now stated following the definition of L.
Remark 2.1. Systems for which L is not defined, have no input-output re-
lationship and therefore appear as a transfer function with a static gain zero.
Hence, for the remainder of the paper, we consider systems with a defined L.
Fact 2.1. For every system (1), (2), either 1 ≤ L ≤ n or L does not exist.
Fact 2.2. For every system (1), (2), CAL−1B 6= 0, and CAi−1B = 0, for
1 ≤ i ≤ L− 1.
Remark 2.2. Since L determines the smallest time within which an input may
influence the output vector, it is logical to specify reference signals starting at
sample number L instead of 0.
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For r ≥ L number of time samples, we define respectively, the sequences
Ur ∈ R(r+1)m and Yr,q ∈ R(r−q+1)l as
Ur ,

u0
u1
...
ur
 and Yr,q ,

yq
yq+1
...
yr
 (6)
representing the system inputs and outputs respectively. Note that, the first
entry of the output sequence Yr,q is yq, which enables systems with delay to
be taken into account, by choosing q = L. We also define matrices Γr ∈
R(r−L+1)l×n and Mr ∈ R(r−L+1)l×rm dependent on system parameters A,B,C
and positive integers r and q as
Γr ,

CAL
CAL+1
...
CAr
 and Mr ,

CAL−1B 0 · · · 0
CALB CAL−1B · · · 0
...
...
. . . 0
CAr−LB CAr−L−1B · · · CAL−1B
 . (7)
The Markov parameter matrix Mr can be seen as a convolution matrix of
the impulse response of the system determined for r samples, starting from Lth
sample. It is important to note that for a system (1), (2) with a delay L, the
matrices CAi, need not be zero, even if CAiB = 0 for 0 ≤ i < L .
Batch equations for the recursive state space equations (1) and (2) for a
system with delay L, initialized at initial condition x0 may then be written as
Yr,L = Γrx0 +MrUr−L. (8)
We first define the notions of trackable set and untrackable set, using which
the system’s property of trackability is defined. By Yref,r,L, we denote a ref-
erence command sequence for r − L + 1 time samples starting from L through
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r.
Definition 2.1. The trackable set of the system (1), (2) with a delay L, for
x0 ∈ Rn, and at time index r is the set Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) given by
Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) , {Yref,r,L ∈ R(r−L+1)l : there exists Ur−L that satisfies
Yref,r,L − Γrx0 = MrUr−L},
(9)
and the corresponding untrackable set is the set given by
Ur,L(A,B,C, x0) , R(r−L+1)l − Tr,L(A,B,C, x0). (10)
The untrackable set is the complement of the trackable set, and is the collection
of reference commands that the system cannot follow.
2.2. Facts about initial conditions and trackability sets
We recall facts from [25] relating to the initial conditions and the trackable
and untrackable sets of the system. Note that R(Mr) and N(Mr) are used to
denote the column space and null space of Mr respectively.
Fact 2.3. For every x0 ∈ Rn, Γrx0 ∈ Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) and Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) =
R(Mr) + {Γrx0}.
Fact 2.4. Let R(Γr) ⊆ R(Mr). Then, Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) is independent of x0
and Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) = R(Mr).
Since trackable set is independent of initial conditions in the situation dis-
cussed in Fact 2.4, we may denote, Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) as Tr,L(A,B,C) and simi-
larly, Ur,L(A,B,C, x0) as Ur,L(A,B,C).
Fact 2.5. Let R(Γr) 6⊆ R(Mr). Then, Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) 6= R(r−L+1)l, and
Ur,L(A,B,C, x0) is not empty.
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Fact 2.6. Let Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) = R(r−L+1)l for a given x0 ∈ Rn. Then, for
all x¯0 ∈ Rn, Tr,L(A,B,C, x¯0) = Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) = Tr,L(A,B,C) = R(r−L+1)l
and R(Γr) ⊆ R(Mr).
Fact 2.7. Let x0 = 0 . Then, Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) = R(Mr).
Definition 2.2. The system (1), (2) with a delay L is trackable if Tr,L(A,B,C) =
R(r−L+1)l for all r ≥ L.
From Definition 2.2, and Facts 2.6 and 2.8 it should be evident that, track-
ability is a system property independent of initial conditions and time step r.
That is, if the system (1), (2) is trackable, then it is so, regardless of initial
conditions and time step r. Further, Tr,L(A,B,C) is a vector space and can be
referred to as trackable space. Note that Tr,L(A,B,C) is a vector space even in
the situation outlined in Fact 2.4, even if Tr,L(A,B,C) 6= R(r−L+1)l. However,
when a system is not trackable and R(Γr) 6⊆ R(Mr), the initial conditions be-
come relevant when discussing the trackable set. Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) is not a space
(unless x0=0) in such situations. We will invoke the notation Tr,L(A,B,C, x0)
for referring to trackable set of such systems. In the subsection that follows, we
give a simple rank test based on Markov parameters of the system to determine
whether or not a system is trackable
2.3. Rank test for trackability
The relationship between ranks of Markov parameter matrix Mr and the
first non-zero Markov parameter CAL−1B is discussed in Lemma 2.1, which is
used subsequently to determine conditions for trackability. The Moore-Penrose
generalized inverse [26] of a real matrix Q is denoted by Q†.
Lemma 2.1. Let r ≥ L. Then, rank (Mr) = min ((r − L+ 1)l, (r − L+ 1)m),
if and only if rank
(
CAL−1B
)
= min (l,m) for the system (1), (2) with delay L.
Proof. This admits a proof similar to the proof in [25].
Fact 2.8. If there exists an r ≥ L for which Tr,L(A,B,C) = R(r−L+1)l, then it
holds for every r ≥ L.
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Proof. Let Tq,L(A,B,C) = R(q−L+1)l hold true for some q ≥ L. Then, following
Definition 2.1, for all sequences Yref,q,L ∈ R(q−L+1)l and for all x0 ∈ Rn, there
exists a control input sequence Uq−L satisfying
Yref,q,L = Γq,Lx0 +Mq,LUq−L, (11)
which implies rank(Mq,L) = (q − L + 1)l and invoking Lemma 2.1, it follows
that rank(CAL−1B) = l, which further implies that rank(Mr) = (r − L + 1)l
and Tr,L(A,B,C) = R(r−L+1)l, for all r ≥ L, therefore proving the fact.
For determining a system’s trackability, a rank test is proposed in the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The following statements are equivalent:
i) System (1) and (2) with a delay L is trackable.
ii) rank (Mr) = (r − L+ 1)l, for all r ≥ L.
iii) rank
(
CAL−1B
)
= l.
Proof. To prove i) implies ii), we have Tr,L(A,B,C) = Tr,L(A,B,C, 0) =
R(r−L+1)l, and therefore R(Mr) = R(r−L+1)l and consequently rank(Mr) =
(r − L+ 1)l.
The proof of ii) implies iii) is immediate from Lemma 2.1.
To prove iii) implies i), since rank(CAL−1B) = l, then CAL−1B is right
invertible and an input
uk , (CAL−1B)†
(
yref,k+L −
(
CAk+Lx0 +
k∑
i=1
CAi+L−1Buk−i
))
, (12)
may be constructed for every x0 ∈ Rn, yref,k ∈ Rl, L ≤ k ≤ r, such that
sequences U¯r−1 and Yref,r,L satisfy (8) for all Yref,r,L ∈ R(r−L+1)l. Therefore,
Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) = Tr,L(A,B,C) = R(r−L+1)l and by Definition 2.2, system
(1), (2) with a delay L is trackable.
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While Theorem 2.1 relates closely to the results in earlier literature that
discusses notions similar to trackability, the approach taken in this paper is based
on simple but rigorous linear algebraic concepts. The rank condition stated in
the theorem only requires the knowledge of one particular Markov parameter
to establish trackability and is therefore simple, while also being applicable to
a general class of systems having an arbitrary L delay. It is emphasized that
trackability is a notion analogous to ‘functional reproducibility’ by Brockett and
Mesarović [2]. To give the interested reader a flavor of developments reported
in earlier literature, a brief overview of contributions relating to trackability is
presented in Appendix A.
2.4. Connections between trackability and methods for inversion-based control
synthesis
It may be noted that an open loop control input
uk , (CAL−1B)†
(
yref,k+L −
(
CAk+Lx0 +
k∑
i=1
CAi+L−1Buk−i
))
, (13)
may be used to track a trajectory specified by yref,k+L for an system with delay
L starting at initial condition x0. However, this control input may not be of
much use in practical situations and a closed loop control action similar to (13)
should be defined as
uk , (CAL−1B)†
(
yref,k+L − CALxk
)
, (14)
to be useful in practical situations. Note that,
(
CAk+Lx0 +
∑k
i=1 CA
i+L−1Bu¯k−i
)
=
CALxk−L and estimates of xk can be obtained from output measurements by
using a suitable state estimator or a filter, if the system is state observable.
It is worth noting here that the control scheme in [27] uses a control input
similar to (14) with an unbiased minimum variance filter for estimating the
states for systems with L = 1. It may be also be noted that (14) is a special
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case of the input
uk =

c1A
ρ1B
c2A
ρ2B
...
clA
ρlB

−1 

yref1,k+ρ1
yref2,k+ρ2
...
yrefl,k+ρl
−

c1A
ρ1
c2A
ρ2
...
clA
ρl
xk
 , (15)
given in [20], which is a discrete-time analogue of the control input
uff(t) =

c1A
ρ1B
c2A
ρ2B
...
clA
ρlB

−1 y
(ρ)
d (t)−

c1A
ρ1
c2A
ρ2
...
clA
ρl
x(t)
 , (16)
for continuous-time systems developed in [28]. Note that, y(ρ)(t) ,
[
d(ρ1)y1
dt(ρ1)
d(ρ2)y2
dtρ2 · · · d
(ρl)y1
dtρl
]
and ρ ,
[
ρ1 ρ2 · · · ρl
]>
is the relative degree. Also, ci represents the ith
row of the C matrix.
It is readily seen that the control inputs (14), (15), and (16) from the re-
spective inversion-based control synthesis methods are similar to each other,
which in turn are similar to (13). It is also interesting to note that each of these
assume right invertibility of a matrix consisting of Markov parameters, which
translates to it having full row rank. Theorem 2.1 precisely captures this aspect.
Furthermore, this commonality not only establishes a link between inversion-
based control synthesis and trackability, but also establishes the adoptability of
the idea of trackability across continuous-time and discrete-time systems owing
to (15) and (16).
3. Untrackable Systems and Untrackable Reference Commands
In this section, we discuss systems with rank(CAL−1B) < l. These sys-
tems can only follow reference command sequences that are in the trackable
set Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) of the system. Let us, for simplicity, assume that x0 = 0.
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Then, Tr,L(A,B,C, x0) = R(Mr) and there exist control inputs for tracking ref-
erence commands Yref,r,L ∈ R(Mr). To discuss tracking of reference command
sequences that are not in R(Mr), we first define the orthogonal projection of
Yref,r,L on R(Mr) as
Yref,r,LΠR(Mr) ,Mr(M>r Mr)†M>r Yref,r,L. (17)
A sequence projected on R(Mr) lies in Tr,L(A,B,C, 0) = R(Mr) and if the
system is initialized at x0 = 0, a control input for exactly tracking this projected
sequence exists. We now state some facts about the projected sequence defined
in (17).
Fact 3.1. The following statements are true:
1. Yref,r,LΠR(Mr) is orthogonal to N(M
>
r ).
2. For any Yref,r,L, ‖Yref,r,L‖2 > ‖Yref,r,LΠR(Mr)‖2.
3. Yref,r,L − Yref,r,LΠR(Mr) ∈N(M>r ).
4. Yref,r,LΠR(Mr) lies in Tr,L(A,B,C, 0) = R(Mr) and has smallest 2-norm
distance from Yref,r,L amongst all trajectories in Tr,L(A,B,C, 0) = R(Mr).
Proof. The proofs are trivial once it is noted that Yref,r,L = Yref,r,LΠR(Mr) +
Yref,r,LΠN(M>r ) and Yref,r,LΠR(Mr) ⊥ Yref,r,LΠN(M>r ).
Fact 3.2. For the system (1), (2), let rank(Mr) = (r−L+1)l. Then, Yref,r,LΠR(Mr) =
Yref,r,L, for all Yref,r,L.
Note that, the projection defined in (17) is one projection out of the many
possible projections on R(Mr).
Proposition 3.1. For every Yref,r,L ∈ R(r−L+1)l, system (1), (2) can track
the sequence Yref,r,LΠR(Mr) ∈ R(Mr) = T(A,B,C, 0) exactly if the system is
initialized at x0 = 0.
Proposition 3.1 can elaborated with the help of an example.
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Example 3.1. Consider a system (1), (2) with matrices
A =

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
 , B =

1 0
0 1
0 8
1 8

and C =

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

having L = 1. The system is state controllable as well as output controllable.
However, since rank(CAL−1B) = 2 < l, the system is untrackable and cannot
follow arbitrary reference commands Yref,r,L /∈ Tr,L(A,B,C, x0). It can however
follow reference commands projected on R(Mr) exactly as shown in Fig. 1
when initialized at zero initial conditions. In case of non-zero initial conditions,
exact tracking cannot be guaranteed, however, in asymptotically stable systems
asymptotic tracking is possible.
Proposition 3.2. Let rank(CAL−1B) = l˜ < l and C˜ ∈ Rl˜×n be a matrix
containing l˜ rows of C such that rank(C˜AL−1B) = l˜. Then, the system with
matrices A, B, C˜ is trackable.
Deleting the third row of C matrix in Example 3.1, we obtain C˜ =
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

and with C˜B =
1 0
0 8
 . This system is trackable since rank(C˜B) = l˜ and can
follow arbitrary reference commands on the chosen l˜ outputs as shown in Fig.
2. For the simulation results shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, control input in (13)
was used.
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Figure 1: Plots showing tracking of references projected on R(Mr) when Yref,r,L /∈ R(Mr).
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Figure 2: Plots showing tracking of references projected on R(Mr) when Yref,r,L ∈ R(Mr).
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4. Trackability Indices
4.1. Reference Command Trackability Index
For untrackable systems, since not all reference commands can be tracked, it
would be helpful to determine a priori, whether a reference command sequence
could be tracked exactly by the system or not. Furthermore, it will be helpful
to know how close is the achievable tracking performance to a given reference
command, if it is not in the trackable set of an untrackable system. To achieve
this, we define an index
θ(Yref,r,L) ,
‖Yref,r,LΠR(Mr)‖2
‖Yref,r,L‖2 , (18)
called the reference command trackability index, which indicates the achievable
tracking performance of the system. We assume x0 = 0 for simplicity. We could
have the following cases for θ(Yref,r,L):
• θ(Yref,r,L) = 1: When the index θ(Yref,r,L) for a certain reference com-
mand is 1, the reference command lies completely in the trackable set/space
of the system, and theoretically, a zero tracking error can be achieved with
an appropriate control input.
• θ(Yref,r,L) < 1: When θ(Yref,r,L) < 1 for a given reference command,
Yref,r,L is not in the trackable space/set and exact tracking of all the l
components of the reference command cannot be achieved, irrespective of
control input used. In other words, minimum achievable tracking error
can never be zero.
• θ(Yref,r,L) = 0: When the reference commands lie completely inN(M>r ) =
R(Mr)
⊥, which is perpendicular to the trackable space R(Mr), the ref-
erence command trackability index is zero. The smallest achievable nor-
malized tracking error in this case is larger than the smallest achievable
normalized tracking error for all other reference commands in the neigh-
borhood of this reference command, that do not lie exactly in the right
null space of Mr.
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It may be misconstrued in case of θ(Yref,r,L) = 0 that exact tracking of
reference commands is not at all possible since the index is zero. However,
exact tracking of some components of the reference commands in the right null
space of Mr is still possible when using appropriate control inputs, while still
having larger normalized error than other reference commands in neighborhood.
Consider for example the system (1), (2) with matrices
A =

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
 , B =

1 0
0 0.8
0 0.3
0.2 0.1

and C =

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 .
The system is not trackable, since l = 3, and rank(CAL−1B) = 2 < l. Hence,
N(M>r ) is not empty. Fig. 3 shows the outputs of the system for tracking the
reference commands in N(M>r ) making use of control input (13), and it can be
seen that components 2 and 3 of the reference command are tracked exactly
while having a large deviation in component 1.
We now state the following fact about reference commands in the right null
space of Mr.
Fact 4.1. Let Yref,r,L ∈N(M>r ) and x0 = 0. Then, for all Ur−L ∈ Rrm,
‖Er,L‖2 ≥ ‖Yref,r,L‖2,
where Er,L = Yref,r,L −MrUr−L.
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Figure 3: Plots showing tracking performances for Yref,r,L ∈ N(M>r ).
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Proof. Since Yref,r,L ⊥MrUr−L , we may write
‖Yref,r,L −MrUr−L‖22 = ‖Yref,r,L‖22 + ‖MrUr−L‖22,
‖Er,L‖22 = ‖Yref,r,L‖22 + ‖MrUr−L‖22,
‖Er,L‖22 ≥ ‖Yref,r,L‖22,
and
‖Er,L‖2 ≥ ‖Yref,r,L‖2,
for all Ur−L ∈ Rrm.
Er,L represents the tracking error and it is evident from Fact 4.1 that, irre-
spective of control input Ur−L used for tracking a reference command Yref,r,L ∈
N(M>r ), the lowest achievable tracking error will have a norm equal to ‖Yref,r,L‖2.
We now present a fact that gives an upper bound on the lowest achievable track-
ing error.
Fact 4.2. For all Yref,r,L ∈ R(r−L+1)l, ‖Er,L‖22 = (1− θ(Yref,r))‖Yref,r‖22.
Proof. Since Yref,r = Yref,rΠR(Mr)+Yref,rΠN(Mr>) and Yref,rΠ
>
N(Mr>)
Yref,rΠR(Mr) =
0, we may write Y>ref,rYref,rΠR(Mr) = ‖Yref,rΠR(Mr)‖22. Also, since ‖Yref,r −
Yref,rΠR(Mr)‖22 = ‖Yref,r‖22 − 2Y>ref,rYref,rΠR(Mr) + ‖Yref,rΠR(Mr)‖22, we have,
‖Yref,r−Yref,rΠR(Mr)‖22 = (1−θ(Yref,r)‖Yref,rΠR(Mr)‖22 = ‖Yref,r−MrUr−L‖22 =
‖Er,L‖22.
We present the properties of the reference command trackability index more
rigorously in the following.
Fact 4.3. For all Yref,r,L ∈ R(r−L+1)l, 0 6 θ(Yref,r,L) 6 1.
Remark 4.1. The following statements are true with regard to the trackability
index θ(Yref,r,L):
1. If Yref,r,L = Yref,r,LΠR(Mr), then Yref,r,L ∈ Tr(A,B,C, 0) and θ(Yref,r,L) =
1.
2. For trackable system, θ(Yref,r,L) = 1 for every Yref,r,L ∈ R(r−L+1)l.
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3. If θ(Yref,r,L) < 1 for some Yref,r,L, then Yref,r,L /∈ Tr(A,B,C, 0).
4. If Yref,r,LΠR(Mr) = 0, then θ(Yref,r,L) = 0. In other words, if Yref,r,L ∈
N(M>r ) then, θ(Yref,r,L) = 0.
5. θ(Yref,r,L) = θ(αYref,r,L) for all α ∈ R\{0}. That is, θ(Yref,r,L) is scale
invariant.
It is to be noted that, the trackability index indicates the best possible
output behaviour that can be achieved theoretically. This would mean that a
certain value of trackability index does not guarantee that the outputs of the
system will be as close as determined by the trackability index, since the tracking
performance of the system depends on various factors including the controller,
modeling errors, disturbances and initial conditions.
4.2. Component-wise System Trackability Index
The trackability index θ(Yref,r,L) defined earlier does not provide an insight
about how closely each component of the reference command can be followed,
even though it indicates closest possible output behaviour of all the output
components combined. Moreover, θ(Yref,r,L) depends on the reference command
sequence Yref,r,L. Hence, there is a need to define an index, which indicates
achievable tracking performance for each component of the output vector while
also being independent of reference commands.
For a matrix G ∈ Rl×m, define the unary operation
rga(G) , G ◦ (G†)>, (19)
where ◦ indicates the Schur-Hadamard or the element-wise product. The matrix
rga(G) is called the relative gain array (RGA) of the matrix G and was originally
defined in [29]. More details about RGA and its properties can be found in
[30, 31]. We now define a vector index ϑ(CAL−1B) ∈ Rl called component-wise
system trackability index, based on RGA of first non-zero Markov parameter
CAL−1B, which indicates how closely each component of output vector can
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track the respective reference commands. Let 1m =
[
1 1 · · · 1
]>
∈ Rm.
Then,
ϑ(CAL−1B) =

ϑ(CAL−1B)(1)
ϑ(CAL−1B)(2)
...
ϑ(CAL−1B)(l)
 , rga(CA
L−1B)1m. (20)
ϑ(CAL−1B) represents component-wise achievable tracking performance for
reference commands that do not belong to the trackable space/set.
We now state the following facts about ϑ(CAL−1B):
Fact 4.4. 0 ≤ ϑ(CAL−1B)(i) ≤ 1, for all i = 1, 2, · · · , l.
Proof. Given a relative gain array of a matrix, the sum of row or column ele-
ments lie in the interval [0 1] [31]. Since ϑ(CAL−1B)(i) represents the sum of
all the elements in the ith row of rga(CAL−1B), 0 ≤ ϑ(CAL−1B)(i) ≤ 1, for all
i = 1, 2, · · · , l.
Remark 4.2. If ϑ(CAL−1B)(i) = 1, then the ith component of output can
exactly track arbitrary reference commands, independently of other components,
given that initial conditions are known.
For reference commands not in the trackable set, a value of ϑ(CAL−1B)(i)
deviating from 1 indicates the possible deviation of the ith component of the
output from the corresponding component of the reference command. However,
reference commands in the trackable subspace can be tracked exactly, irrespec-
tive of ϑ(CAL−1B).
Fact 4.5.
∑l
i=1 ϑ(CA
L−1B)(i) = rank(CAL−1B).
Proof. Noting that
∑l
i=1 ϑ(CA
L−1B)(i) is equal to sum of all the elements in
RGA of a matrix and since sum of all the elements in a RGA equals the rank
of the matrix [31],
∑l
i=1 ϑ(CA
L−1B)(i) = rank(CAL−1B).
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Fact 4.6. System (1), (2) is trackable if and only if
ϑ(CAL−1B)(1) = ϑ(CAL−1B)(2) = · · · = ϑ(CAL−1B)(l) = 1.
Alternatively,
∑l
i=1 ϑ(CA
L−1B)(i) = l if and only if rank(CAL−1B) = l.
4.3. System Trackability Index
Based on the vector index of ϑ(CAL−1B), we may define a scalar index Θ
called the system trackability index as
Θ , ϑ(CA
L−1B)>1l
l
=
1l
> rga(CAL−1B)1m
l
(21)
which depends only on the CAL−1B matrix and its dimensions unlike θ(Yref,r,L),
which depends on all the Markov parameters and the reference command se-
quence. We may now state the following facts for the system trackability
index.
Fact 4.7. 0 ≤ Θ ≤ 1.
Fact 4.8. System (1), (2) is trackable if and only if Θ = 1.
Fact 4.9. Θ = 1 if and only if ϑ(1) = ϑ(2) = · · · = ϑ(l) = 1.
Alternatively, Θ may also be defined as
Θ , ϑ(CA
L−1B)>ϑ(CAL−1B)
l
, (22)
which satisfies the properties stated in Facts 4.7 through 4.9 as well.
Remark 4.3. It must be noted that the system trackability indices ϑ(CAL−1B)
and Θ give a general indication of the expected tracking behaviour of the system,
without a prior knowledge of reference commands or control inputs. The actual
tracking behaviour exhibited by the system will however depend on the specific
reference command and the controller and may deviate from that indicated
by the system trackability indices based on how close or away the reference
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commands lie from the trackable space/set. Once the reference command is
known, the reference command trackability index θ(Yref,r,L) provides a more
accurate picture of the degree of tracking possible. These three trackability
indices when used together give a better insight into the tracking behavior of
the system.
5. Other system properties and their relationship with Trackability
The relationship between trackability and other system properties like con-
trollability, observability, input and state observability [32], and output control-
lability is summarized with the help of a Venn diagram in Fig. 4. Examples
corresponding to each region numbered in the Venn diagram are provided in
the Appendix. In the following, we discuss facts that elaborate the relations
between properties depicted in the Venn diagram. For system (1), (2) with a
delay L, let
Qsc,r ,
[
B AB A2B A3B · · · Ar−1B
]
, (23)
Qoc,r ,
[
CB CAB CA2B CA3B · · · CAr−1B
]
= CQsc,r (24)
and
Qso,r , [C> A>C> (A>)
2
C> · · · (A>)r−1C>]>. (25)
Then, Qsc,n, Qso,n and Qoc,n represent the state controllability, state observ-
ability and the output controllability matrices respectively for the system (1),
(2). We refer to systems that are not state controllable as state uncontrollable.
Also define
Ψr ,
Qso,L−1 0
Γr Mr
 (26)
originally defined in [32], where Ψr ∈ R(r+1)l×(n+rm). In the following, we
establish that systems with delay L cannot be trackable, input and state ob-
servable, and state uncontrollable. In other words, we establish that set number
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18 in Fig. 4 is empty. Furthermore, we also state a few results about trackable
systems and output controllable systems.
Output Controllable Systems
Trackable Systems
Minimal Systems State Observable Systems
State Controllable
 Systems
Linear Time Invariant Systems
Input and State 
Observable Systems
1
2 3 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 14
15
16 17
18
Figure 4: Venn diagram showing relations between different systems properties
Lemma 5.1. If the system (1), (2) with a delay L is trackable, then the system
is output controllable.
Proof. Since (1), (2) is trackable, rank(CAL−1B) = l, and L ≤ n, rank(Qoc,r) =
rank
([
CB CAB · · · CAr−1B
])
= l.
The converse of Lemma 5.1 is not true, since there exist output controllable
systems that are not trackable. See counterexamples 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, and 17. We
state the contrapositive of Lemma 5.1 as a corollary.
Corollary 5.1. If system (1), (2) is not output controllable, then it is not
trackable.
Lemma 5.2. Let system (1), (2) with delay L = 1 be input and state observable
and trackable. Then, l = m = n.
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Proof. Since the system with L = 1 is trackable, rank(Mr) = rl and therefore,
rank
 0
Mr
 = rl. Furthermore, since the system is input and state observ-
able, rank
 0
Mr
 = rm. Therefore, rank
 0
Mr
 = rm = rl, that is,
l = m and l = m = n follows from Proposition II.2 in [33].
Theorem 5.1. The set of systems that are trackable, input and state observable,
and state uncontrollable is empty.
Proof. Let (1), (2) be input and state observable, and trackable but not state
controllable. Following Lemma 5.2, since (1), (2) is trackable and input and
state observable, l = m = n. Further, since the (1), (2) is not controllable,
rank(Qsc,r) < n and we have rank(Qoc,r) = rank(CQsc,r) ≤ rank(Qsc,r) < l =
m = n. Therefore, the system (1), (2) is trackable but not output controllable,
thus contradicting Lemma 5.1 and proving that intersection of the set of track-
able, state uncontrollable and input and state observable systems is empty.
In the following remark, alternative statements to Theorem 5.1 are enlisted.
Remark 5.1. For system (1), (2), the following statements are equivalent to
Theorem 5.1:
1. Let (1), (2) be trackable and input and state observable. Then, it is state
controllable.
2. Let (1), (2) be input and state observable and state uncontrollable. Then,
it is not trackable.
3. Let (1), (2) be trackable and state uncontrollable. Then, it is not input
and state observable.
In the remainder of this subsection, we present a few results about output
controllability of the system.
Remark 5.2. Minimal systems are not necessarily output controllable.
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Examples 3 and 13 in the Appendix validate Remark 5.2.
Fact 5.1. If the system (1), (2) is output controllable, then rank(C) = l.
Proof. Since the system is output controllable, rank(Qoc,r) = rank(CQsc,r) = l.
Also, rank(CQsc,r) ≤ rank(C) and therefore, l ≤ rank(C). Since C ∈ Rl×n and
since l ≤ n the maximum possible rank for matrix C is l. Hence, rank(C) =
l.
Fact 5.2. If the system (1), (2) is trackable, then rank(C) = l.
Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemma 5.1 and Fact 5.1.
Fact 5.3. Let system (1), (2) be minimal and rank(C) = l. Then, the system
is output controllable.
Proof. Assume that (1), (2) is minimal, has rank(C) = l but is not output
controllable. Then, rank(CQsc,r) = rank(Qoc,r) < l. Since the system is
minimal, there exists Q†sc,r ∈ Rrm×n such that Qsc,rQ†sc,r = In. Further,
rank(C) = rank(CQsc,rQ
†
sc,r) ≤ rank(CQsc,r) < l and therefore, rank(C) < l
which contradicts the assumption. Hence, minimal systems with rank(C) = l
are output controllable.
5.1. Number of inputs and outputs
It must be noted that systems with l > m are not trackable since they do
not satisfy conditions in Theorem 2.1 and control inputs for exact tracking of
arbitrary reference commands do not exist for these systems. For trackable
systems with l = m, it is easy to see that control input is unique for tracking a
given reference command.
We now make remarks about trackability as a system property with regard
to zeros of the system.
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5.2. Multivariable zeros and trackability
Define a matrix M˜r such that
M˜r ,

CAL−1B CALB · · · CAr−1B
0 CAL−1B · · · CAr−2B
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0 CAL−1B
 ∈ R
(r−L+1)l×(r−L+1)m.
The following fact may be stated therefore.
Fact 5.4. rank(M˜r) = rank(Mr).
Proof. See Appendix C.
We now recall from [33] the matrix Φr ∈ R(n+rl)×(r+1)m, defined as
Φr ,

B AB A2B · · · ArB
0 CB CAB · · · CAr−1B
0 0 CB · · · CAr−2B
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0 CB

=
 Qsc,r
0 | M˜r
 , (27)
for a system (1), (2) with delay L = 1, to restate a theorem from [33] here as a
fact, based on the assumption that the system in minimal.
Fact 5.5. The following statements are equivalent:
i) Either l < m or l = m = n, the triplet (A,B,C) in the system (1), (2)
has no invariant zeros.
ii) rank (Φn−1) = n+ (n− 1)l.
The following result can now be stated.
Proposition 5.1. If rank (Φn−1) = n + (n − 1)l, the system is trackable with
a delay L = 1.
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Proof. Following Facts 5.5 and 5.4, if rank (Φn−1) = n+(n−1)l, then rank
(
M˜n−1
)
=
rank (Mn−1) = (n− l)l and from Lemma 2.1, it follows that rank(CB) = l.
It thus follows from Fact 5.5 and Proposition 5.1 that a minimal system with
the triplet A, B and C and delay L = 1, having either l < m or l = m = n, and
not having invariant zeros, is trackable. However, the converse is not necessarily
true, since there exist minimal systems with L = 1 delay, which are trackable
and still have invariant zeros. For example, the system (1), (2) having matrices
A =

0.2 0.3 0.4
1 0.1 0
0 0.8 0.6
 , B =

1 0
0 0
0 1

and C =
[
1 0 0
]
is minimal, with l < m and trackable, but has an invariant zero at 0.1.
5.3. Other remarks
Non-minimum phase systems have unstable zero dynamics and system inver-
sion may not provide bounded control inputs for tracking reference commands.
If non-minimum phase systems are trackable, exact tracking of given reference
commands is possible, that is, Theorem 2.1 holds for non-minimum phase sys-
tems, even if boundedness of control inputs cannot be guaranteed. However,
there is certainly a possibility for defining trackability in the sense of bounded
inputs and bounded outputs, which the presented work considers beyond its
scope.
Theorem 2.1 is applicable to both, stable or unstable systems, since stability
is a property independent of rank(CAL−1B). For an unstable system which is
stabilizable as well as trackable, there exists a K such that sp.rad.(A−BK) < 1
and control inputs can be determined for simultaneous stabilization and tracking
of reference commands for the system
xk+1 = (A−BK)xk +Buk,
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yk = Cxk.
However, it is important to note that trackability does not imply stabilizability.
That is, there exist systems which are trackable but have states that are unstable
as well as uncontrollable and cannot be stabilized.
The property of trackability is invariant under similarity transformation as
is expected. Let Aˆ = TAT−1, Bˆ = TB and Cˆ = CT−1 be matrices simi-
lar to A, B and C respectively under similarity transformation represented by
invertible matrix T ∈ Rn×n. Then, CˆAˆL−1Bˆ = CAL−1B and Mˆr = Mr.
While trackability is defined here for systems with a delay of L, it is also
worth noting that it is possible for a system to have different delays in differ-
ent input-output channels and hence not have a uniform delay L. The current
framework allows for this generalization, however, the details of such a general-
ization are left for a future work.
6. Conclusion
Tracking behavior of system outputs was investigated as an existence prob-
lem with the help of basic tools in linear algebra, by setting up the definitions of
trackability sets and trackable systems. Trackable sets give information about
reference commands that the dynamical system can follow, which is more useful
than knowing if a system is right invertible or not. It was further noted that
initial conditions of the system influence the set of reference commands the sys-
tem can track. Furthermore, for tracking untrackable reference commands, a
workaround in the form of projections was proposed, to achieve tracking per-
formance permitted by capabilities of the system, while keeping the tracking
error minimum. Indices to give a sense of expected tracking performance from
a system, even before controller design or control synthesis, were presented. The
definitions of trackability indices suggest that tracking performance depends not
only on the reference commands, but also on the interaction between the input
and output variables of the system. A simple rank test to determine if system
is trackable or not was proposed, while putting into context the rank tests given
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in earlier works that discussed similar concepts. It was shown that trackability
is a different notion from state controllability and output controllability. More
so, it was shown that output controllability is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for a system to track arbitrary reference commands. A Venn diagram
summarizing the interconnections between fundamental system properties was
presented along with examples and facts for supporting claims about relation
of trackability with other properties. Even though the notion of trackability
is presented here for discrete-time systems, it is thought that the concept is
applicable to continuous-time systems, mutatis mutandis. It is also felt that,
by defining the property of trackability in an LTI framework, taking a linear
algebraic approach, a larger audience would able to gain access to the notion
of trackability and tools based on it. Extensions to account for systems having
different delays in different input-output channels can be taken up as future
work.
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Appendices
A. Theorem 2.1 and earlier literature
Theorem 2.1 is closely related to several results in the literature, and is
similar to matrix rank tests proposed in earlier papers, most notably in the
works [2, 4, 7]. We briefly recount a few of the earlier works that discuss the
ability of systems to follow reference commands, often discussed in different
frameworks, with different terminologies and assumptions, to give the reader an
overview of the literature.
A rank condition for checking functional reproducibility of a system - a
similar notion to trackability, is given in [2], in terms of full row rank of a
matrix defined as
Mq ,

CB CAB · · · CAq−1B CAqB · · · CA2q−1B
0 CB · · · CAq−2B CAq−1B · · · CA2q−2B
...
...
. . .
...
... · · · ...
0 · · · 0 CB CAB · · · CAq−1B
 .
It is obvious that, if rank(CB) = l, then rank(Mq) = ql. Furthermore, it is
easy to see that the converse of this statement is not true [5]. It is worth noting
that Brockett and Mesarovic` [2], first introduced the notion of reproducibility
- the ability of system to achieve with its outputs the desired reference com-
mands. Brockett and Mesarovic` also discuss the notions of (uniform) functional
reproducibility, asymptotic reproducibility and point-wise reproducibility in the
context of tracking desired trajectories.
In [4], authors have discussed invertibility of systems from the perspective
of both existence and construction of inverses, while giving rank conditions for
existence of L - delay inverses. Furthermore, the authors have related their
results to the notion of functional reproducibility discussed earlier in [2] by
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defining a matrix MDi defined as
MDi ,

D CB CAB · · · CAi−1B
0 D CB · · · CAi−2B
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · D CB
0 0 · · · 0 D

and specifying the rank test rank(MDi) − rank(MDi−1) = l as a condition for
checking functional reproducibility (trackability) of the system. More recently,
in [7] a matrix
∆(0 : j) ,

D 0 0 · · · 0
CB D 0 · · · 0
CAB CB D · · · 0
...
...
...
. . . 0
CAj−1B CAj−2B · · · CB D

.
is defined for determining the trackability of the system, by checking either of
the following equivalent conditions.
i) rank(∆(0 : n))− rank(∆(0 : n− 1)) = l
ii) rank(∆(0 : n)) has full row rank
iii) rank(∆(n : 2n+ 1)) has full row rank where,
It may be noted that the matricesMDi [4] and ∆(0 : j) [7] are closely related to
each other, and are constructed based on Markov parameters and the block tri-
angular structure. Further, a notion of bounded-output-bounded-input (BOBI)
trackability is discussed in [7] as well. Theorem 2.1 discussed earlier provides
a simple rank test based on one Markov parameter CAL−1B for systems with
delay L. In fact, the present paper takes a different approach from the works
[2, 4, 7] by defining the property of trackability through the notion of track-
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able and untrackable sets which provide a different insight into the tracking
performance of the systems.
In [13], a notion of -controllability was presented, which the authors state,
is a generalization of functional output controllability. The authors give a rank
condition on matrix CBB>C> which is equivalent to rank(CAL−1B) = l with
L = 1, for determining functional output controllability. The paper by Aoki
[14], has discussed output controllability and perfect output controllability with
respect to rank condition on transfer function matrix and the Tinbergen condi-
tion (m ≥ l). Furthermore, the author extends the definitions and condition for
perfect output controllability to nonlinear system by stating that the nonlinear
system is perfectly output controllable if its linearization is perfectly output
controllable. Wohltmann, in [11] has presented the definitions for target path
controllability and rank conditions to determine target path controllability. It
is worthwhile to note that the rank conditions presented in [11] are same as
for rank(CAL−1B) given by Theorem 2.1 for systems with delay L = 1. The
property of target path controllability for linear time varying case based on rank
conditions on individual system matrices and fundamental subspaces associated
with them is discussed in [12]. Furthermore, the author also defines a notion of
admissible target functions, which is similar to the definitions of trackable sets.
Notions of admissible states and inputs are also discussed in a similar manner.
In [34], geometric conditions for right invertibility of discrete time LTI systems
are discussed. In reference [35], definitions for functional output controllability
and invertibility of nonlinear systems along with criteria of ‘zero output defect’
to determine functional output controllability are discussed. Also, the Tinber-
gen condition - m ≥ l [36] is stated as necessary condition for functional output
controllability.
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B. Venn Diagram Examples:
We list in the following, 17 examples for systems corresponding to the sets
indicated by numbers in Venn diagram shown in Fig. 4. It may be recalled
that, set numbered 18 is a null set and therefore no examples exist for this set.
Note that, in the examples that follow, r = n is chosen.
Example 1
A =

0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
 , B =

1 0
0 1
0 0
 and C = [0 0 1]
Qsc,n =

1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
, Qso,n =

0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
, Qoc,n = [0 0 0 0 0 0].
Note that CB = CAB = CA2B =
[
0 0
]
and therefore, L is not defined for
the system. Also, rank(Ψr) = 1 and n+ rm = 9.
The system is not controllable, not state observable, not minimal, not output
controllable, not input and state observable, not trackable.
Example 2
A =
0 1
0 1
 , B =
0
1
 and C =
0 10
0 1
 Then, Qsc,n =
0 1
1 1
, Qso,n =
0 10
0 1
0 10
0 1
, Qoc,n =
10 10
1 1
 and CB =
10
1
, which implies L = 1. Also,
rank(Ψr) = 3 and n+ rm = 4.
The system is controllable, but not state observable, not minimal, not output
controllable, not input and state observable, not trackable.
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Example 3
A =
0 0
1 0
, B =
1
0
 and C =
 2 −4
−1 2
 Then, Qsc,n =
1 0
0 1
, Qso,n =
2 −4
−1 2
−4 0
2 0
, Qoc,n =
 2 −4
−1 2
 and CB =
 2
−1
, which implies, L = 1. Also,
rank(Ψr) = 3 and n+ rm = 4.
The system is controllable, state observable, minimal, but not output con-
trollable, not input and state observable, not trackable.
Example 4
A =
0.1 0
0 0
, B =
1 0
0 0
 and C =
1 0
0 1

Then, Qsc,n =
1 0 0.1 0
0 0 0 0
, Qso,n =
1 0
0 10.1 00 0
, Qoc,n =
1 0 0.1 0
0 0 0 0

and CB =
1 0
0 0
, which implies, L = 1. Also, rank(Ψr) = 4 and n+ rm = 6.
The system is state observable, but not controllable, not minimal, not output
controllable, not input and state observable, not trackable.
Example 5
A =

1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
, B =

0 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
 and C =
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

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Then, Qsc,n =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
, Qso,n =

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0

, Qoc,n =
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
 and CB =
1 1
0 0
, which implies, L = 1. Also,
rank(Ψr) = 6 and n+ rm = 12.
The system is output controllable, but not controllable, not state observable,
not minimal, not input and state observable, not trackable.
Example 6
A =

0.1 0 0 0
0 0 0.1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
, B =

0 0
1 1
0 1
0 0
 and C =
[
0 0 1 0
]
Then, Qsc,n =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0.1 0.1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
, Qso,n =

0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0.1 0
0 0.1 0 0
,
Qoc,n =
[
0 0 1 1 0 0 0.1 0.1
]
and CAB =
[
1 1
]
, which implies,
L = 2, since CB =
[
1 1
]
. Also rank(Ψr) = 5 and n+ rm = 12.
The system is output controllable, trackable, but not controllable, not state
observable, not minimal, not input and state observable.
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Example 7
A =

1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
, B =

0 0
1 1
0 0
0 −1
 and C =
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

Then,
Qsc,n =

0 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 −1
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
 ,
Qso,n =

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

, Qoc,n =
0 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 −1
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
 and CB =
0 0
0 −1
, which implies, L = 1. Also, rank(Ψr) = 6 and n+ rm = 12.
The system is controllable, output controllable, not state observable, not
minimal, not input and state observable, not trackable.
Example 8
A =

0.1 0 0
0 0 0.1
0 1 0
, B =

0 1
1 1
0 1
 and C = [0 0 1]
Then, Qsc,n =

0 1 0 0.1 0 0.01
1 0 0 0.1 0.1 0
0 1 1 0 0 0.1
, Qso,n =

0 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 0.1
, Qoc,n =
[
0 1 1 1 0 0.1
]
and CB =
[
0 1
]
, which implies, L = 1. Also, rank(Ψr) =
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4 and n+ rm = 9.
The system is controllable, output controllable, trackable, but not state ob-
servable, not minimal, not input and state observable.
Example 9
A =
0 1
0 0
, B =
1
1
 and C = [1 −1] Then,
Qsc,n =

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3
0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0
1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
, Qso,n =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 0

,
Qoc,n =
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3
0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0
 and CAB =
0 0 0
1 2 3
, which im-
plies, L = 2, since CB =
0 0 0
0 0 0
. Also, rank(Ψr) = 5 and n+ rm = 12.
The system is controllable, state observable, minimal, output controllable,
but not input and state observable, not trackable.
Example 10
A =
0 1
0 0
, B =
−1
1
 and C = [1 1] Then, Qsc,n =
−1 1
1 0
, Qso,n =1 1
0 1
, Qoc,n = [0 1] and CAB = 1 which implies, L = 2, since CB = 0.
Also, rank(Ψr) = 3 and n+ rm = 4.
The system is controllable, state observable, minimal, output controllable,
trackable, but not input and state observable.
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Example 11
A =

1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
, B =

1 0
0 0
0 1
 and C =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

Then, Qsc,n =

1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
, Qso,n =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

,
Qoc,n =

1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
 and CB =

1 0
0 0
0 1
 which implies, L = 1. Also,
rank(Ψr) = 9 and n+ rm = 9.
The system is controllable, state observable, minimal, output controllable,
input and state observable, but not trackable.
Example 12
A =
0 1
0 0
, B =
1 0
0 1
 and C =
1 0
0 1
 Then, Qsc,n =
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
,
Qso,n =

1 0
0 1
0 1
0 0
, Qoc,n =
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
 and CB =
1 0
0 1
 which implies,
L = 1. Also, rank(Ψr) = 6 and n+ rm = 6.
The system is controllable, state observable, minimal, output controllable,
input and state observable, trackable.
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Example 13
A =

0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
, B =

0
0
1
 and C =

1 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 1

Then, Qsc,n =

0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
, Qso,n =

1 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 1

, Qoc,n =

0 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 1
 and
CB =

0
1
1
, which implies L = 1. Also, rank(Ψr) = 6 and n+ rm = 6.
The system is controllable, state observable, minimal, input and state ob-
servable, but not output controllable, not trackable.
Example 14
A =

1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
, B =

0 1
1 1
1 1
 and C =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

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Then, Qsc,n =

0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
, Qso,n =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 1

, Qoc,n =

0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1

and CB =

0 1
1 1
1 1
, which implies L = 1. Also, rank(Ψr) = 9 and n+ rm = 9.
The system is state observable, input and state observable, but not control-
lable, not minimal, not output controllable, not trackable.
Example 15
A =

1 −1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
, B =

1
1
1
 and C =
1 0 0
0 0 1
 Then, Qsc,n =

1 0 −1
1 1 1
1 1 1
,
Qso,n =

1 0 0
0 0 1
1 −1 0
0 0 1
1 −2 0
0 0 1

, Qoc,n =
1 0 −1
1 1 1
 and CB =
1
1
, which implies
L = 1. Also, rank(Ψr) = 6 and n+ rm = 6.
The system is state observable, output controllable, input and state observ-
able, but not controllable, not minimal, not trackable.
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Example 16
A =
0 1
0 1
, B =
1
0
 and C = [1 1] Then, Qsc,n =
1 0
0 0
, Qso,n =1 1
0 2
, Qoc,n = [1 0] and CB = 1, which implies L = 1. Also, rank(Ψr) = 3
and n+ rm = 4.
The system is state observable, output controllable, trackable, but not con-
trollable, not minimal, not input and state observable.
Example 17
A =

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
, B =

0 0
−1 0
1 −1
 and C =
0 1 −1
0 0 1
 Then, Qsc,n =

0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0 0
1 −1 −1 1 0 0
, Qso,n =

0 1 −1
0 0 1
1 −1 0
0 1 0
−1 0 0
1 0 0

,
Qoc,n =
−2 2 1 −1 0 0
1 −1 −1 1 0 0
 and CB =
−2 2
1 −1
, which implies
L = 1. Also, rank(Ψr) = 6 and n + rm = 9. The system is state observable,
output controllable, trackable but not controllable, not minimal, not input and
state observable.
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C. Proof of Fact 5.4
We recall a fact from [26, page 134] and restate it here.
Fact C.1. Let E ∈ Ra×b, F ∈ Rb×c and G ∈ Rc×d and a, b, c, d ∈ N. Then,
rank(EF ) + rank(FG)− rank(F ) ≤ EFG .
The proof of Fact 5.4 may then be given as follows.
Proof. Define a permutation matrix [26, pp. 165-166]
Pq,r ,

0 0 0 · · · Iq
0 0 0 . .
.
0
0 0 Iq · · · 0
0 Iq 0 · · · 0
Iq 0 0 · · · 0

∈ R(r−L+1)q×(r−L+1)q. (C.1)
Note that, P 2q,r = I(r−L+1)q and rank(Pq,r) = (r − L + 1)q. It is noted that
pre-multiplying or post-multiplying a given matrix by a permutation matrix
amounts to permutation/interchange of rows or columns respectively [37, pp. 21-
22], [38, pp. 61-62] and therefore does not affect the number of linearly dependent
rows or columns in the resultant matrix and therefore does not affect the rank
of the resultant matrix. Next, noting that M˜r = Pl,rMrPm,r and using Fact
C.1 with E = Pl,r, G = Mr, G = Pl,r we have,
rank(Pl,rMr) + rank(MrPm,r)− rank(Mr) ≤ rank(Pl,rMrPm,r).
Noting that, rank(Pl,rMr) = rank(MrPm,r) = rank(Mr), we now have
rank(Mr) ≤ rank(Pl,r)MrPm,r),
and therefore rank(Mr) = rank(M˜r).
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